Non-Tenure Track Teaching Position Announcement
Industrial Distribution

The Department of Engineering Technology and Industrial Distribution (ETID) at Texas A&M University is accepting applications for open rank non-tenure track faculty positions in our Industrial Distribution program for year 2014-2015. The applicant should be capable of teaching courses in one or more of the following areas: logistics and supply chain management, purchasing, quality, finance, industrial sales and marketing, leadership, strategic relationships and general industrial distribution. The applicant, if qualified, may also teach regular graduate courses and special topic seminars, as well as supervise graduate students in professional practicum experiences. Some positions may require professional service duties in addition to teaching.

Applicants should have a PhD degree in engineering, supply chain management, industrial sales or a closely related field. Applicants with master’s degrees with significant teaching and/or industrial experience will also be considered for these positions. All openings are subject to budgetary availability.

To apply, please send your curriculum vitae to Dr. Reza Langari either by email or at the address listed below. Please include a letter of interest describing areas of expertise, highest academic degree, teaching and industry experience, and any other relevant information.

Reza Langari, Ph.D.
J. R. Thompson Chair Professor and Dept. Head
Engineering Technology and Industrial Distribution
3367 TAMU, College Station, TX 77843-3367
rlangari@tamu.edu
http://etidweb.tamu.edu
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